
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Intro 
 
(Music plays: Stuck at Home – Jeff Morrow) 
 
(Visuals: Observatory doors open and we see the What’s Up? logo. We fly out of the observatory towards 
Holyrood Park, facing South.) 
 
As an astronomer I spend a lot of time in places like this, an observatory, with big telescopes. We use 
these telescopes to look far out into space. We’re going to leave the observatory now though to find 
ourselves outside in Edinburgh. We don’t need a telescope! In this show we’re going to do some 
stargazing using just our eyes and I’ll show you some of my favourite things in the night sky for this 
winter. We’ll also dive into some of our favourite space news stories for the current season and finish 
with a dramatic ending too. 
 
We’re facing South towards the crags and Arthur’s Seat is just behind me here. I’ve turned off all the 
clouds and you can see just how low the Sun appears in the sky in winter, and it’s already close to 
setting in the South West near the Petland Hills in the distance. Let’s travel forwards in time and push 
ourselves on into the night.  
 
LGBT History Month 
 
This February we are celebrating LGBT History Month in Scotland. Before we jump into our stargazing, 
we want to highlight one of our heroes – Nergis Mavalvala. She’s an astrophysicist who was one of the 
first to observe gravitational waves in space. As part of the LIGO project, Nergis uses lasers to detect 
gravitational waves. These waves are created by catastrophic cosmic events, such as this collision 
between two neutron stars, which cause ripples in space-time. These ripples travel at the speed of light, 
stretching and squeezing anything they pass through. Detecting gravitational waves has helped 
scientists to study things like black holes, which are notoriously tricky to see. 
 
Satellites 
 
With the Sun out of the way we have the best stargazing conditions I could possibly give you. Welcome 
to the wonderful clear dark skies of Edin... 
 
(Music plays: Flight of the Bumblebee –) 
 
(Sun sets and we see dark skies, suddenly lots of bright dots are flying across the sky everywhere.) 
 
Erm...wait...what?! What are these swarming everywhere? They’re not stars. What’s going on? Can 
anyone tell me what these are?! 
 
Midges? Bees? Planes? No... 



 
Ah, satellites! Satellites orbiting around the Earth in space. You can definitely see them sometimes if 
they’re bright enough but...why are there so many? They’re so bright and there’s so many thousands of 
them that we can’t see any stars, planets, galaxies...we can’t see anything really. This shouldn’t be 
happening! Let me just check the clock. Ah! Somehow, I’ve got us travelling so far in time we’re heading 
tens of years into the future. Is this what our future night skies will look like? I’m so sorry everyone but, 
we can’t carry on like this, we need to figure out what’s going on here. To understand why our future 
night skies could look like this, we need to talk a bit about satellites. 
 
(Sputnik orbits around the Earth in space) 
 
A satellite is an object that orbits around another object, where gravity lets the satellite fall around that 
object in a curved path. Get an object moving around the Earth and it will continue moving unless 
something pushes or pulls on it. Our Moon is a natural satellite that orbits around our Earth, but the first 
human made satellite was called Sputnik. Sputnik translates from Russian as companion. It was 
launched by the Soviet Union in 1957 and its bleep, bleep, bleep there was the first and only 
communication we had with space. 
 
(Music plays: Wallace and Gromit Theme  – Julian Nott et al.) 
(Six videos of rocket launches move left-to-right around the planetarium) 
 
Ever since, us humans have been caught up in a race to space and worked together with other scientists 
across the world to launch rockets carrying satellites, animals, people, and spacecraft! Moving around 
your heads now are some of my favourite launches of the last 60 years.  
 
As well as nations launching rockets, companies have started doing this too and one of my favourite 
launches that went a bit wonky is this Astra rocket, where an engine failed causing it to go sideways. 
They got it right the next time! 
 
A company called SpaceX are launching a ton of satellites into space at the moment - thousands of 
them! Here are some of them being deployed into orbit. 
 
This is the Saturn V, the rocket that took humans to walk on the Moon for the first time in 1969. 
 
On top of this rocket launched a mission called DART which aims to smash into an asteroid in space to 
see if we can deflect them away from the Earth. This could prevent us from going extinct in the future! 
 
Finally, this rocket launch is one we’ve been waiting for years to see – the launch of the Webb Space 
Telescope! We’ll come back to this a bit later. 
 
You may also have spotted the only ever fake launch you’ll see in our planetarium, Wallace and Gromit 
on their Grand Day Out! 
 
We’ve launched so many rockets, carrying satellites and astronauts, into space that it seems like it’s our 
playground now. When we launch satellites into space, we can choose to put them at different heights 
above the Earth as they orbit. 
 
(A view of Earth from space with the current position of the International Space Station) 
 



We are now in low Earth orbit, about 400km above the Earth. Lots of satellites get put here. Perhaps the 
best example of how us humans can work together across the planet is the International Space Station, 
a big laboratory about the size of a football pitch where astronauts live for months at a time carrying out 
science experiments. It completes a full journey around the Earth once every 90 minutes and we’re 
looking at a live view of where it is right now. If you’re aged 21 or younger there have been astronauts 
continuously in space during your entire lifetime! 
 
(A view of GPS satellite positions and their orbital paths around the Earth) 
 
Higher up about 20,000km above the Earth are satellites we use all the time to help us navigate. This is 
GPS, where about 20 or so satellites orbit around the Earth. At this height they can see much more of 
the Earth’s surface at any time, so not too many are needed to give you an accurate idea of where you 
are. If they were in low Earth orbit, more satellites would be needed because they wouldn’t see as much 
of the Earth. 
 
(A view of GOES satellite positions and their orbital paths around the Earth) 
 
Geostationary satellites have a very high altitude, around 35,000 km. That’s nearly 100 times higher 
than the International Space Station. These satellites I’ve coloured in green are called GOES. They can 
view the same region of Earth throughout the course of a day, an entire hemisphere of the Earth, 
because they’re so high up and orbit at the same speed that the Earth rotates at.  
 
(A hemisphere view of Earth as seen by a GOES satellite) 
 
They’re equipped with cameras, so we’ve stitched their photos together to make a little movie. This is 
useful for real-time weather emergencies and helping to create weather models based on location. 
We’re able to see into the night and still see the clouds because it’s looking in at invisible infrared light. 
We’ll talk about what infrared light is a bit later on. You can also see how oblate, or squished, the Earth 
is by looking at this in our planetarium. It isn’t a perfect sphere. As well as monitoring weather, these 
Earth observation satellites are great for watching how much of our atmosphere is full of greenhouse 
gases like methane and carbon dioxide. Because these pictures are so detailed, you could even zoom in 
and track the movement of wildlife. Scientists have used these satellites to track penguins using the 
sight of their poo! 
 
(A view of the night sky from Edinburgh with lots of bright dot satellites flying across the sky ) 
 
I picked out some of my favourite satellites there but let’s head back to Edinburgh. I was a bit 
mischievous at the start of the show. What we were looking at were all the active satellites around the 
Earth sped up to whizz around. I also made them all look bright but only those in low Earth orbit are 
usually bright enough to be visible.  
 
This time we’re not only looking at satellites but debris too. Look at how messy space is! There are bits 
of used rockets, old satellites and broken up space junk all around us. Today there are about 4000 active 
satellites orbiting our planet. 
 
This is a photo of a star called Alberio, which is actually two stars really close together. The camera was 
only running for a few minutes when it got photobombed by satellites in low Earth orbit. This is already 
a problem for us, but not as dramatic as I made it seem at the start of the show. By 2029, 100,000 
satellites are predicted to be launched into orbit around our planet. Without any action, us humans will 



lose our skies and stargazing will become much harder with this swarm of bright objects in the way. 
Thankfully, we’re now starting to realise how much mess we’ll be creating, with people across the world 
coming up with ideas to prevent this from happening. They’re even painting some of them black to stop 
them being so bright. This sort of works, but we’re going to need people like you to become the space 
lawyers and engineers to solve this. Otherwise, we may lose the night skies for good.  
 
We may even be getting some help from our feline friends. A person in Canada, who has a satellite dish 
to use SpaceX’s starlink satellite internet service, discovered an unintended use of the dishes’ self-
heating feature. It’s supposed to be used for melting any snow that falls on its surface but these cats 
found warmth on one of the dishes, slowing this person’s internet speed. Maybe if we get enough cats 
to do this companies won’t bother launching so many satellites into low Earth orbit! 
 
News 
 
(A view of the night sky, highlighting the constellation of Gemini. Shooting stars appear near Gemini.) 
 
Hands up - have you ever seen a shooting star? If you have you were watching a bit of rock from space 
called a meteor fall through our atmosphere, burning up on its way towards the ground. Each year 
welcomes meteor showers, a time when you can see a few more shooting stars than usual. In December 
we had the Geminids, so-called because they appeared to come from the patch of sky near the 
constellation Gemini. However, you don’t need to rely on meteor showers to see a shooting star. If 
you’re patient you’re likely to see at least one or two on a clear night. Most meteors are between the 
size of a grain of sand and a pebble. The bigger a meteor is, the rarer the chances of it falling towards us.  
 
(Photos loop of a meteorite that landed through a roof in Canada.) 
 
A few months ago this meteor didn’t completely burn up in our atmosphere and fell as a meteorite 
through the roof of someone’s house in Canada. It landed on the pillow next to them as they were 
sleeping! Just a metre closer and it could have been much, much worse. Rarer still is a meteor the size of 
our planetarium, about twenty metres across, falling through our skies. Nearly nine years ago the 
Chelyabinsk meteor could be seen over Russia. Here’s a video of it caught by a driver.  
 
(Video plays showing Chelyabinsk meteor falling through the daytime sky.) 
 
For a moment it was brighter than the Sun and you might be able to see the shadows it made on the 
ground there. Of course, after that amazing and slightly terrifying sight everyone just carried on walking 
by like nothing had happened. So that’s what it looked like, but what did it sound like? We’re going to 
play that sound next. I should warn you though that it will be fairly loud, so if you don’t like sudden loud 
noises make sure you cover your ears. Here we go... 
 
(Audio: Chelyabinsk meteor sound recording. A very loud bang followed by lots of further smaller bangs.) 
 
...that initial loud boom that we heard was the meteor travelling faster than the speed of sound through 
our atmosphere, followed by lots of popping bangs caused by the meteor breaking up into smaller 
pieces also breaking the sound barrier! 
 
 
Stargazing 
 



Fingers crossed if you haven’t already seen a shooting star, you get to see one or two the next time 
you’re out stargazing. Speaking of stargazing, shall we give it another try? I’ll load up the universe again 
and hopefully we’ll be in the right date and time, in Edinburgh, with no pesky satellites to bother us! 
 
(Background music plays: Charlie Brown Theme – Vince Guaraldi Trio) 
(Facing South with the Crags and Arthur’s Seat in front of us, seeing a current view of the sky from 
Edinburgh.) 
  
Phewf, we did it. We’re back in Edinburgh facing towards the South. The Sun still appears to be very low 
in the sky at this time of year with sunset fast approaching. Before we travel through time into the night, 
there’s already plenty to see around us.  
 
As we head further into the night the sky gets darker and darker. I’m going to stop the clock at around 
8pm and now we can have around us some of the best night skies you could ever hope to see in 
Scotland. Here we’re not getting any light pollution, where the light from our cars and buildings gets in 
the way of the faintest things. I’ve turned that off. But even if you live in a town or city like Edinburgh 
there’s still lots to see, it’s just that you can see even more when you visit somewhere really dark. You 
might have spotted this blurry arcing band of light above you here. This is part of our home galaxy, the 
Milky Way. Above us there are thousands of stars and thousands of years ago the ancient Greeks, 
Chinese and other civilisations decided to play dot-to-dot with the stars. They used their imaginations to 
draw patterns in the sky. We call these patterns constellations. Let’s bring up all the constellations you’ll 
be able to see in the next few days and weeks. 
 
(Red constellation lines appear all over the planetarium) 
 
For a few moments I’d like you to look around you and use your imaginations like the ancient Greeks 
did, what do these shapes look like to you? 
 
While you’re looking, I’ll show you what I think I can see... 
 
The ancient Greeks had some wild imaginations, let’s have a look at what they saw in these patterns. It 
might be completely different to what you could see! 
 
My favourite constellation is this strong looking person here with the shield, belt and sword. Can any of 
you tell me their name? Orion! Orion the Hunter is my favourite because all stars within it are really 
bright so it’s pretty easy to spot, even in a town or city like Edinburgh. Let’s zoom in and take a closer 
look. 
 
Orion 
 
(Orion constellation now appears larger and is front and centre of the planetarium.) 
 
Orion is beautiful, but it’s also interesting because it can tell us the entire life story of stars. Have you 
ever wondered where stars come from and how they die? Orion has the answers. 
 
Although the stars look the same at first glance, you’ll begin to notice that they show differing 
brightness and colour. How bright a star appears to us depends on how bright it really is and how far 
away it is. The colour of a star tells us about the temperature of the star at its surface. It’s a bit like when 



we see the colours of a Bunsen burner flame or bonfire. Blue stars are hottest, yellow are cooler, and 
red even cooler. Our Sun is a very average star in the middle of its lifecycle, at about 4.5 billion years old. 
 
(Background music plays: Main Titles from “Beetlejuice” Soundtrack – Danny Elfman) 
(Sun appears to the right of Orion as an orange sphere on the night sky.) 
 
This star is called Bellatrix. At about 7 times bigger than our Sun, it’s a blue giant. 
 
(A zoom in of Bellatrix can be seen in front of us, appearing as a brighter, white sphere on the night sky. 
The Sun shrinks to show its relative size compared to Bellatrix.) 
 
Some of the other stars in Orion are even bigger. Rigel is around 70 times bigger than our Sun and the 
brightest in this constellation - a blue supergiant this time. Hotter, brighter stars such as Rigel tend not 
to live for that long, burning through their fuel quickly. 
 
(A zoom in of Rigel can be seen in front of us, appearing as a much larger and even brighter, blue sphere 
on the night sky. The Sun and Bellatrix shrink to show their relative size compared to Rigel.) 
 
Cooling down at the end of its life is Betelgeuse, a star around 700 times bigger than our Sun – it’s a 
monster! Betelgeuse is a red supergiant star, cooling down and near the end of its life. It’s overdue for a 
supernova explosion, which could happen at any moment. Tomorrow...the day after tomorrow...any 
time in the next 100,000 years or so. When that happens, the exploded Betelgeuse will be so bright 
you’ll see it in the daytime sky for a couple of weeks. Last year Betelgeuse appeared to get dimmer on 
the night sky and almost disappear for a while. Astronomers thought this could finally be the moment it 
explodes, but we now think it was just a bit of space dust in-between us and the star. Fingers crossed 
this happens in our lifetimes, maybe we need to shout Beetlejuice three times! 
 
(A zoom in of Betelgeuse can be seen in front of us, appearing as a much, much larger red sphere on the 
night sky. The Sun, Bellatrix and Rigel shrink to show their relative size compared to Rigel.) 
 
We’ve looked at young bright stars and dying stars that could explode at any moment, but how are stars 
born? In the heart of the Orion constellation is somewhere I’ve hid from view until now – this smudge 
here. If you have a pair of binoculars you can see it in the night sky, or a decent phone camera can see it 
too. This is the Orion nebula, a huge cloud of gas and dust that happens to be the nearest star-forming 
region to us on Earth. Astronomers study it to learn how stars are born and evolve. Let’s fly there! We’re 
going to get closer and closer and closer to this stellar nursery...here we go!   
 
(Music plays: I Am The Doctor – Murray Gold) 
(View begins as a smudge, then gets closer and closer to become a detailed view of the Orion Nebula. 
This transitions into a fly through of the Nebula.) 
 
As we fly through the Orion nebula we find ourselves travelling sixty million times the speed of light – 
pretty fast! All this gas and dust will heat up over time and collapse under gravity to make brand new 
stars. If you see bubbles around these stars, that’s material that will eventually become planets orbiting 
around those stars. We call them proplyds.  
 
(Snap to black, music ends.) 
 



That’s all we have time for this winter. Now our feet are firmly planted back on Planet Earth we’re going 
to leave through these doors on the right and I’ll be at the end of the corridor there. Please come and 
say hello if you have any space questions or feedback about the show. Otherwise, enjoy the rest of your 
day – thank you very much! 
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